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Steganography using Hexa Sudoku Puzzle in Color Images
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Abstract - Steganography is the art and science of
writing hidden messages in such a way that no one
apart from the sender and intended receiver
suspects the existence of the messages, a form of
security through obscurity (hard to understand).
Steganography is closely related to the problem of
hidden channels and secure operating system design,
a term which refers to all communication paths that
cannot easily be restricted by access control
mechanisms Steganography has developed a lot in
recent years, because digital techniques allow new
ways of hiding information inside other
information’s, and this can be valuable in a lot of
situations. The original work was proposed by
Chang et al. in 2008, he was successful in using the
Sudoku solutions to guide cover pixels to modify
pixel values so that secret messages can be
embedded. His work was also extended by various
others in their they have used a 9×9 reference
matrix and a 9×9 Sudoku with base 9 system for the
representation of the secret message. We here
proposed a method which is an extension to the
Chang et al’s work. Here we use a 16×16 Sudoku
which has a 64×64 reference matrix instead of
256×256 matrix as proposed in the previous method
and base 16 system for the representation of the
secret message. On an average the embedding
capacity of the proposed method is 4 bits per pixel,
which is greater than that of the previous works.
More over this method is for the Colored Images
where as the previous method is for the grey scale
images.
Keywords - Stegnography, pixels,
Reference Matrix, Secret data, Sudoku

Extraction,

I INTRODUCTION
By the use of Computer and the expansion in
different areas of life and work, the issue of security of
information has gained special significance. One of the
concerns in the area of information security is the
concept of hidden exchange of information. For this
purpose, various methods including cryptography,
steganography, coding and so on have been used.
Steganography is one of the methods which have
attracted more attention during the recent years.
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In Steganography the information is hidden in
cover media so nobody notice the existence of the
secret information.
Steganography works have been carried out on
digital media such as images, sounds and videos.
Sudoku has become a worldwide puzzle craze
within the past year. Previously known primarily in
Japan, it now graces newspapers, Web sites, and bestselling books in dozens of countries. A puzzle consists
of a 9-by-9 grid made up of nine 3-by-3 subgrids.
Digits appear in some squares, and based on these
starting clues, a player completes the grid so that each
row, column, and subgrid contains the digits 1 to 9
exactly once. An easy puzzle requires only simple
logical techniques-is a subgrid needs an 8, say and two
of the columns running through it already hold an8,
then and subgrid’s 8 must go in the remaining column.
A hard puzzle requires more complex pattern
recognition skills; for instance, if a player computes all
possible digits for each cell in a subgrid and notices that
two cells have exactly the same two choices, those two
digits can be eliminated from all other cells in the
subgrid.
A computer solves a 9-by-9 sudoku within a
second by using logical tricks that are similar to the
ones humans use, but finishes much faster. On a large
scale, however, such shortcuts are not powerful enough
and checking the explosive number of combinations
becomes impossible, even for the world’s fastest
computers. And no one knows of an algorithm that’s
guaranteed to find a solution without trying out a huge
number of combinations. This places Sudoku in an
infamously difficult class, called NP-complete, that
includes problems of great practical importance, such as
scheduling, network routing and gene sequencing.
Two important factors needed to consider when we
are designing a new information hiding scheme are
embedding capacity (i.e. the number of secret bits
can be embedded into one cover pixel) and visual
quality of stego images (i.e. image distortion).
Desirably, one would want to achieve high
embedding capacity and good visual quality.
However, embedding capacity and visual quality are
inversely proportional to each other. That is, if
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embedding capacity is increased, then visual quality is
decreased and vice versa. Thus, a tradeoff between
embedding capacity and visual quality is made by
users for different applications[1].
The main objective of this paper is to improve the
efficiency of the previously proposed method so as to
make it possible to be implemented in the normal
desktop computer without considering main memory
and also to extend the digital media cover image from
grey scale to RGB image (color image).
II RELATED WORK
In this section, we will briefly describe Shanta
Rangaswamy’s work on steganographic schema based
on Sudoku solutions. The central idea of Rangaswamy
is to modify the pixels if an image using a 9×9 sudoku
based on specially designed reference matrix M[1]. To
design a reference matrix, a “tile” matrix T is
constructed first by subtracting every digit in a sudoku
puzzle by one, os that the digits in matrix T ranged
from 0 to 8. The reference matrix M is then consisteing
of an m×m tiling of copies of T, where m=└256/16┘

Fig 2: Tile Matrix.

III. PROPOSED WORK
Steganography using hexa Sudoku is used to hide
digital data or information into an image using Sudoku
solution. This method is using 24 bit of any type of
image. This method is modifying 16 bits of each pixel
of image. The secret data is converted to Base-16 for
mapping them into Hexadecimal Sudoku solution as
shown in Fig 1. In the Sudoku solution every value is
subtracted by 1 called Tile Matrix. To ensure that all
values between 0 to 15 in Sudoku as shown in Fig 2, for
maintaining compatibility between secret data and the
Sudoku values. This Sudoku solution is then expanded
to 48 X 48 matrix called reference matrix (M) as shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. 48 X 48 Reference Matrix(M)

Fig 1: 16×16 Sudoku
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1.Data Embedding
In the data embedding phase, first convert the
secret bit stream into secret digits in the base-16
numeral system, and then embed these secret digits into
the cover image. Suppose the converted secret digits
are denoted by S=s1s2s3….sn, where n is the total
number of converted secret digits and sk є [0, 15],
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1≤k≤n. During embedding, consider two color values
from pixel (Red & Green). As it is known that each
of the pixel color value has a value ranging from 0 to
255, these pixel color values are selected and they are
used as x and y co-ordinate values to locate the
position in the reference matrix.
We find the value in the reference matrix at
that position pointed by the pixel color values and the
secret digits that have to be embedded are selected
and the closest position of the secret digit to that of the
pointed values is selected and the pixel values are
modified to the new values.
2.Data Extraction
The embedded data can be extracted directly from
the stego image by referencing the same Sudoku
solution used in the embedding phase. The pixel
color pair is chosen and the secret digit is simply
obtained by referencing the reference matrix M at
the position using the pixel values as the co-ordinate
values.
IV. MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION
i) Data Embedding
An image on which the secret data to be embedded
is selected. Each pixel of the image is extracted, and the
red, green color of the image pixels. The range of value
are from 0 to 255, so the values of each pixel red, green
are modified as follows:
R=R%16, G=G%16
Now the values of R,G are represented as gi,gi+1.
then three candidate elements are chosen called
horizontal(CEH), vertical (CEV),boxed(CEB). The
required formulae for selecting values from the
reference matrix are as follows:
Necessary Formulae:
S1:(i.e. select the candidate elements for CEH)
If gi+1 > 5and gi+1 < 246,
then gi=g mod16+16, gi+1 mod 16+16 and
CEH = {M(gi, gi+1 − 5), M(gi, gi+1− 4),
M(gi, gi+1− 3), M(gi, gi+1 − 2),M(gi,gi+1-1),
M(gi, gi+1), M(gi, gi+1 + 1), M(gi, gi+1 +2),
M(gi, gi+1 +3),
M(gi, gi+1 +4), M(gi, gi+1 +5), M(gi,
gi+1 +6), M(gi, gi+1 +7), M(gi, gi+1 +8),
M(gi, gi+1 +9), M(gi, gi+1 +10)};
Else If gi+1 ≤ 5,
then gi=gi mod 16+16, gi+1= gi+1 mod 16+16 and
CEH = {M(gi, gi+1), M(gi, gi+1+1), M(gi, gi+1+2), M(gi,
gi+1+3), M(gi, gi+1+4), M(gi, gi+1+5), M(gi, gi+1+6), M(gi,
gi+1+7), M(gi, gi+1+8), M(gi, gi+1+9), M(gi, gi+1+10),
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M(gi, gi+1+11), M(gi, gi+1+12), M(gi, gi+1+13), M(gi,
gi+1+14), M(gi, gi+1+15)}
Else If gi+1 ≥ 246
then gi=gi mod 16+16, gi+1=gi+1 mod16+16 and
CEH = {M(gi, gi+1), M(gi, gi+1-1), M(gi, gi+1-2), M(gi,
gi+1-3), M(gi, gi+1-4), M(gi, gi+1-5), M(gi, gi+1-6), M(gi,
gi+1-7), M(gi, gi+1-8), M(gi, gi+1-9), M(gi, gi+1-10), M(gi,
gi+1-11), M(gi, gi+1-12), M(gi, gi+1-13), M(gi, gi+1-14),
M(gi, gi+1-15)}
S2: (i.e. select the candidate elements for CEV)
If gi > 5and gi < 246,
then gi=gi mod 16+16, gi+1 mod 16+16 and
CEV = {M(gi -5, gi+1), M(gi-4, gi+1),
M(gi-3, gi+1), M(gi-2, gi+1 ),M(gi -1,gi+1),
M(gi, gi+1), M(gi+1, gi+1 ), M(gi +2, gi+1 ),
M(gi +3, gi+1 ),
M(gi +4, gi+1 ), M(gi +5, gi+1) , M(gi
+6, gi+1) , M(gi +7, gi+1) , M(gi +8, gi+1) , M(gi +9, gi+1) ,
M(gi +10, gi+1)}
Else If gi ≤ 5,
then gi=gi mod 16+16 , gi+1 mod 16+16 and
CEV = {M(gi,gi+1), M(gi+1,gi+1), M(gi+2,gi+1),
M(gi+3,gi+1), M(gi+4,gi+1), M(gi+5,gi+1), M(gi+6,gi+1),
M(gi+7,gi+1), M(gi+8,gi+1), M(gi+9,gi+1), M(gi+10,gi+1),
M(gi+11,gi+1),
M(gi+12,gi+1),
M(gi+13,gi+1),
M(gi+14,gi+1), M(gi+15,gi+1) };
Else If gi ≥ 246
then gi=gi mod 16+16, gi+1 mod 16+16 and
CEH = {M(gi-1, gi+1), M(gi-2, gi+1), M(gi-3, gi+1), M(gi4, gi+1), M(gi-5, gi+1), M(gi-6, gi+1), M(gi-7, gi+1), M(gi8, gi+1), M(gi-9, gi+1), M(gi-10, gi+1), M(gi-11, gi+1),
M(gi-12, gi+1), M(gi-13, gi+1), M(gi-14, gi+1), M(gi-15,
gi+1), M(gi-16, gi+1) }.
S3: (i.e. select the candidate elements for CEB)
If gi<251 and gi+1 <251
Then gi = gi mod 16+16, gi+1=gi+1 mod 16+16
xb=└gi/4 ×4┘, yb=└gi+1 / 4┘ ×4
CEB ={M(xb,yb),M(xb,yb+1), M(xb,yb+2), M(xb,yb+3),
M(xb+1,yb), M(xb+1,yb+1), M(xb+1,yb+2), M(xb+1,yb+3),
M(xb+2,yb), M(xb+2,yb+1), M(xb+2,yb+2), M(xb+2,yb+3)}
Else
CEB is empty
Then location of each digit of secret information
(which is in base-16) to be embedded is found with
respect to R and G. According to an input secret digit
Si, three candidate elements M(xH, yH), M(xV , yV ),
and M(xB, yB) are found from CEH, CEV , and CEB,
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respectively. In other words, if gi, and gi+1 are smaller
than 255, then the found candidate elements satisfy
M(xH, yH) = M(xV , yV ) = M(xB, yB) = Si; otherwise,
M(xH, yH) = M(xV , yV ) = Si. The cover pixel pair (gi,
gi+1) is modified as (gi1, gi+11) by a minimum
distortion candidate element M(xmin, ymin) which is
selected by using Manhattan distance formula:

Before embedding:

M(xmin, ymin) = minj =H,V,B{| gi - xj | + |gi+1 -yj|}
Thus, the cover pixel pair (gi, gi+1) is modified as
(gi1 = xmin, gi+11 = ymin ) to conceal the secret digit S i
with small distortion. This small distortion does not
affect the image much and no physical difference can
be identified of this image with respect to original
image. After performing the above replacement for all
digits of secret information the embedding phase is
complete.
In this paper we will encrypt the given input
string and then embedded the encrypted string rather
than the original string which enhances the security
of the data. The main requirement for this paper is
that the Sudoku solution has to be same at both sender
and receiver end. The size of secret information is
embedded initially on the cover image so that receiver
can determine how many pixels to scan and retrieve
data. Since digital media can be any type of data
such as text, image, audio etc; it is necessary for
the receiver to be aware of it. This is done by
embedding them after embedding secret digits on the
cover image itself. This is done by embedding the
size of extension followed by the extension itself.
ii Data Extraction
The embedded secret digits can be exactly
extracted from the received stego image with the same
Sudoku solution used in the embedding phase. In this
phase first each pixel is extracted from the stego image.
Then from this red( R) and green (G) components of
each pixel are used ( similar to embedding phase), Their
pixel values are taken and converted to a value between
0 to 15 using the following formulae:
R=R%16, G=G%16
The Sudoku solution which is shared between the
user and the receiver is converted into a reference
matrix (16×16 matrixes) by subtracting 1 from the
Sudoku solution, similar to the one shown in fig b. The
R and G are chosen as X-axis and Y-axis
components of Sudoku solution, forming pair (gi,
gi+1),where gi = R and gi+1 = G. The value at position
(gi, gi+1) is the required secret digit. This process is
done for all pixels and data is extracted. The obtained
secret digit (which is in base-16) is converted to base9. This completes extraction phase.
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After embedding:

Histograms for the Lena (above) image:
Histogram on the left from the original, histogram
on the right from the image containing hidden text.

V. CONCLUSION
Steganography, in its multitude of forms, has been
in use literally for thousands of years. It appears to have
been utilized primarily and most effectively in time of
war or civil strife. It would appear that based on the
variety of forms that steganographic messages can take
that there could be steganographic content on the
internet. This paper is improving the embedding
capacity and distortion is very low compared with other
existing methods and quality of image is also good. On
an average the embedding capacity of the proposed
method is 4 bits per pixel, which is greater than that of
the previous works. More over this method is for the
Colored Images where as the previous method is for
the grey scale images.
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